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We study weak solutions for a class of free-boundary problems which includes as a
special case the classical problem of travelling gravity waves on water of ﬁnite depth.
We show that such problems are equivalent to problems in ﬁxed domains and study
the regularity of their solutions. We also prove that in very general situations the free
boundary is necessarily the graph of a function.

1. Introduction
One of the classical problems of nonlinear hydrodynamics is that of travelling twodimensional gravity waves on water of ﬁnite depth, which arises from the following
physical situation. A wave of permanent form moves with constant speed on the
surface of an incompressible irrotational ﬂow, the bottom of the ﬂuid domain being
horizontal. With respect to a frame of reference moving with the speed of the wave,
the ﬂow is steady and occupies a ﬁxed region Ω in the (X, Y )-plane, which lies
between the real axis B and some a priori unknown free surface S := {(u(s), v(s)) :
s ∈ R}. Since the ﬂuid is incompressible and irrotational, the ﬂow can be described
by a stream function ψ, which is harmonic in Ω and satisﬁes the following boundary
conditions:
ψ = const. on B,
ψ = const. on S,

(1.1 a)
(1.1 b)

|∇ψ|2 + 2gY = const. on S.

(1.1 c)

The problem consists of determining the curves S for which a function ψ with these
properties exists in Ω.
There are two particular types of waves which have received considerable attention in the literature: periodic waves, where S is assumed to be periodic in the
horizontal direction, and solitary waves, where S is assumed to be asymptotic to
a horizontal line at inﬁnity. Nowadays, the mathematical theory of these problems
contains a wealth of results, of which some of the most notable are the existence
results of Amick and Toland [3, 4] for both periodic and solitary waves, and the
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results on symmetry and monotonicity of solitary waves of Craig and Sternberg [9].
We refer the reader to these papers and their references for historical background
and further results. The related problem of travelling gravity waves with vorticity [8]
will not be addressed in this paper.
It is always assumed in the literature that the wave proﬁle S is a graph giving
the vertical coordinate as a function of the horizontal coordinate. But it is more
natural to assume a priori only that S is a curve in parametric form, and to
ask whether there can exist situations in which S is not such a graph. This is
one of the main questions we address in this paper, showing that in very general
situations S is necessarily a graph. The absence until now of any investigation of
this problem is surprising, since the related problem for waves of inﬁnite depth [18]
was solved a long time ago by Spielvogel [17], in the periodic setting. He derived
a diﬀerential inequality for a function θ, which gives the angle between the free
boundary and the horizontal, and suggested a geometric argument to show that
this inequality would prevent the curve from overturning. It is nowadays understood
that for a smooth periodic wave the non-overturning property follows easily from
this inequality combined with the periodicity of θ (see [19]). Such an approach
can easily be adapted to the case of smooth periodic waves on water of ﬁnite
depth, but it does not work for solitary waves, or for the wave proﬁles of main
interest in this paper, which may have more general geometries and need not be
smooth.
It is customary in water-wave theory to assume that S is smooth enough, for
example, that S is a C 1 curve. However, it is well known that there exist situations
in which this smoothness requirement is not satisﬁed, namely for ‘waves of extreme
form’ (see [5, 14]). In recent years, there has been some interest in weak solutions
of the problem of periodic waves of inﬁnite depth, through a series of papers by
Shargorodsky and Toland, culminating with the comprehensive treatment in [16].
They noted that the classical theory of Hardy spaces [11, 13] can be used to assign
boundary values to harmonic functions in domains whose boundary is a locally
rectiﬁable curve, and required the boundary condition (1.1 c) to be satisﬁed in such
a weak sense. In fact, [16] provides a rich mathematical theory for a more general
class of problems, called Bernoulli free-boundary problems. Further aspects of this
theory, including geometric properties of free boundaries and the nature of their
singularities, were examined in [20,21]. (See also [1,10,12] and the references therein
for other types of Bernoulli problems.)
In this paper we propose an analogue of the theory in [16] for a class of problems
which would naturally generalize the problem of gravity waves of ﬁnite depth. Basically, we keep the boundary conditions (1.1 a), (1.1 b), replace (1.1 c) by the more
general condition
|∇ψ| = h(Y ) on S,
(1.2)
where h is a given function, and provide a interpretation in a weak sense of these
boundary conditions. We impose minimal smoothness requirements on the curve
S and the harmonic function ψ, while the assumptions on the geometry of S are
suﬃciently general that, when specialized to the case of water waves, include both
the case of periodic waves and that of solitary waves.
In [16] it is assumed that h is a continuous function with values in [0, ∞] (and
avoiding at least one of the values 0 and ∞), which is suitably smooth on the open
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set where it is non-zero and ﬁnite. In that situation, the singularities of the curve
S can only occur at stagnation points, which are points (X, Y ) on S for which
h(Y ) = 0 or h(Y ) = ∞. The set of stagnation points, denoted by SN , is closed and
has measure zero on S (see [16]) and S \ SN is a union of smooth open arcs. Aiming
for a theory of greater generality, in this paper we consider Bernoulli problems for
functions h which are only Borel measurable. (We believe that it should be possible
to construct examples of solutions of Bernoulli problems for functions h which are
nowhere continuous, and where S is locally rectiﬁable but no arc of S is of class
C 1 .) We note, however, that the regularity results in [20] extend to the present
setting, in that the smoothness of h on some open intervals on which it is non-zero
and ﬁnite implies the regularity of certain arcs of S \ SN .
Since one of the main diﬃculties of Bernoulli problems is the fact that the free
boundary S is unknown a priori, it is of interest to see if they can be reduced to
problems in ﬁxed domains. This is usually achieved in the hydrodynamical problem
by conformal mapping, but in the situation considered here when S is a curve in
parametric form (and not necessarily a graph) this is not a straightforward matter,
and we are not aware of any rigorous proof in the literature. We show here that
any Bernoulli free-boundary problem is indeed equivalent by means of a conformal
mapping to a problem in a ﬁxed domain, namely a strip.
The main result of the paper is that, when h is strictly decreasing and log h is
concave on the interval where h is non-zero, any free boundary S, possibly with
many singularities, is necessarily the graph of a function. This result applies in
particular to the water-wave problem. In the proof, we ﬁrst derive a diﬀerential
inequality generalizing that of Spielvogel [17], and for this purpose the speciﬁc
Hardy spaces in which the original problem was posed play an essential role. To get
to the required conclusion, we then use a geometric argument similar in spirit to
that ﬁrst used in [21] for Bernoulli problems in the setting of [16]. The details here
are, however, signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those in [21], since the a priori admissible
geometries of the curve S are much more general here.
One may wonder whether any assumptions at all on h are necessary to ensure
that S is a graph. In the setting of [16], examples of free boundaries which are not
graphs will be presented in a forthcoming paper. It seems highly likely that such
examples exist in the setting considered here too.
2. Bernoulli free-boundary problems
2.1. Some preliminaries
In this paper, by a strip-like domain it is meant a domain Ω whose boundary consists
of the real axis B and a non-self-intersecting curve S := {(u(s), v(s)) : s ∈ R}
contained in the upper half-plane, such that
S is locally rectiﬁable,
lim u(s) = ±∞,

s→±∞

v is bounded above.

(2.1 a)
(2.1 b)

Let h : J → [0, ∞] be a given Borel measurable function, where J ⊂ (0, ∞) is an
interval. A Bernoulli problem is one of ﬁnding a strip-like domain Ω in which there
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exists a harmonic function ψ satisfying the following boundary conditions:
ψ=0

almost everywhere on B,

(2.2)

ψ=C

almost everywhere on S,

(2.3)

|∇ψ| = h(Y )

almost everywhere on S,

(2.4)

where C is a positive constant. (Whenever we refer to a relation which holds on a
locally rectiﬁable curve, such as in (2.2)–(2.4), ‘almost everywhere’ refers to onedimensional Hausdorﬀ measure, or arc length.) Since the curve S is not prescribed
a priori, it is called a free boundary.
We now explain the weak sense in which these conditions are to be satisﬁed. In
short, if the following conditions hold:
ψ is bounded in Ω,

(2.5)

the subharmonic function |∇ψ| has a harmonic majorant in Ω,

(2.6)

then the function ψ and its partial derivatives have non-tangential limits almost
everywhere on S and B. In this situation, the required conditions (2.2)–(2.4) would
refer to the non-tangential boundary values of ψ and ∇ψ.
To support the above claim, we need a precise deﬁnition of a non-tangential limit,
and the deﬁnition and properties of Hardy spaces in general domains.
2.2. Non-tangential limits
Let Ξ be a bounded open set in the plane whose boundary is a rectiﬁable Jordan
curve T . Let (X0 , Y0 ) be a point on T at which T has a tangent, and let ni be the
corresponding unit inner normal. We say that a sequence {(Xn , Yn )}n1 of points
in Ξ tends to (X0 , Y0 ) non-tangentially within Ξ if (Xn , Yn ) → (X0 , Y0 ) as n → ∞
and there exists κ > 0 such that
(Xn − X0 , Yn − Y0 ) · ni  κ[(Xn − X0 )2 + (Yn − Y0 )2 ]1/2

for all n  1,

where the dot denotes the usual inner product in R2 .
Let F : Ξ → C be a function, and let l ∈ C. We say that F has non-tangential
limit l at (X0 , Y0 ) within Ξ, and write
lim

F (X, Y ) = l,

(X,Y )(X0 ,Y0 )

if limn→∞ F (Xn , Yn ) = l for every sequence {(Xn , Yn )}n1 which tends to (X0 , Y0 )
non-tangentially within Ξ.
Let Ω be a strip-like domain, let Z0 := X0 + iY0 be a point on S at which S has
a tangent, and let F : Ω → C. Let Z1 and Z2 be two points on S such that Z0 is
between Z1 and Z2 . Then Z1 and Z2 can be joined by a rectiﬁable arc contained
in Ω. This arc, together with the arc A of S joining Z1 and Z2 , determines a
rectiﬁable Jordan curve, which is the boundary of a bounded subdomain Ξ of Ω.
Let l ∈ C. We say that F has non-tangential limit l at (X0 , Y0 ) within Ω if F has
non-tangential limit l at (X0 , Y0 ) within Ξ. It is easy to see that this deﬁnition is
meaningful, in the sense that it does not depend on the set Ξ used.
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2.3. Hardy spaces
Let D be the unit disc in the complex plane. For p ∈ [1, ∞), the Hardy space
hpC (D) is usually deﬁned [11, 13, 15] as the class of harmonic functions F : D → C
with the property that
 π
sup
|F (reit )|p dt < +∞.
(2.7)
r∈(0,1)

−π

The Hardy space h∞
C (D) is the class of bounded harmonic functions in D. For
p ∈ [1, ∞], the Hardy space HCp (D) is the class of holomorphic functions in hpC (D).
It is well known that any function in hpC (D), p ∈ [1, ∞], has non-tangential limits
almost everywhere on the unit circle. The M. Riesz theorem [11, theorem 4.1, p. 54]
asserts that, if U ∈ hpC (D) for some p ∈ (1, ∞), and if V is a harmonic function
such that U + iV is holomorphic in D, then V ∈ hpC (D).
An important fact, which leads to the deﬁnition of Hardy spaces in general
domains [11, ch. 10], is that, for p ∈ [1, ∞), a harmonic function F belongs to
hpC (D) if and only if the subharmonic function |F |p has a harmonic majorant,
i.e. there exists a positive harmonic function u in D such that |F |p  u in D. Let Ξ
be an open set. For p ∈ [1, ∞), the space hpC (Ξ) is the class of harmonic functions
F : Ξ → C for which the subharmonic function |F |p has a harmonic majorant in
Ξ. The Hardy space h∞
C (Ξ) is the class of bounded harmonic functions in Ξ. The
spaces HCp (Ξ) consist of the holomorphic functions in hpC (Ξ), for p ∈ [1, ∞]. It is
easy to check that the Hardy spaces are conformally invariant: if Ξ1 and Ξ2 are two
open sets, and γ : Ξ1 → Ξ2 is a conformal bijection, then F ∈ hpC (Ξ2 ) if and only
if F ◦ γ ∈ hpC (Ξ1 ), where p ∈ [1, ∞]. Due to this fact, many properties of the Hardy
spaces of the disc extend by conformal mapping to Hardy spaces of simply connected domains. If Ξ is a bounded domain whose boundary is a rectiﬁable Jordan
curve, then any function in hpC (Ξ), where 1  p  ∞, has non-tangential boundary
values almost everywhere. It is immediate that, if Ω is a strip-like domain, then any
function in hpC (Ω), where 1  p  ∞, has non-tangential boundary values almost
everywhere on S and B.
Finally, we mention that it is possible to deﬁne Hardy spaces HCp (Ξ) also for
values p ∈ (0, 1), namely as the class of holomorphic functions F : Ξ → C for which
the subharmonic function |F |p has a harmonic majorant in Ξ, an open set. (Note
that when F is only harmonic in Ξ and p ∈ (0, 1), the function |F |p need not be
subharmonic.) For the unit disc D, the class HCp (D), p ∈ (0, 1), coincides with the
class of holomorphic functions for which (2.7) holds. In this paper, only marginal
use is made of the spaces HCp (Ξ), p ∈ (0, 1).
2.4. Further preliminaries
If ψ is harmonic in a strip-like domain Ω and satisﬁes (2.5) and (2.6), the preceding discussion ensures that ψ and its partial derivatives have non-tangential
boundary values almost everywhere on S and B. In a Bernoulli problem, these
boundary values are required to satisfy (2.2)–(2.4).
Whenever ψ is a harmonic function in a strip-like domain Ω, we consider also a
harmonic function ϕ such that the function ω := ϕ + iψ is holomorphic in Ω. The
condition (2.6) can then be reformulated as ω  ∈ HC1 (Ω). Here and in what follows,
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the prime denotes diﬀerentiation (it will be clear from the context whether either
real or complex diﬀerentiation is meant). Let also Ω R denote the reﬂection of Ω in
the line B, let
(2.8)
Ω̃ := Ω ∪ B ∪ Ω R ,
and let L > 0 be such that Ω̃ is contained in the strip determined by the lines
Y = −L and Y = L.
The next result gathers several properties of weak solutions of Bernoulli problems,
reﬁning some results in [16]. While in [16] the function ψ was assumed continuous
in Ω ∪ S, here we derive the continuity of ω in Ω ∪ S from (2.5) and (2.3). Also,
the claims in [16] that the condition (2.3) ensures that formally the tangential
derivative along S of ψ is zero almost everywhere, and hence that the condition
(2.4) is equivalent to a Neumann condition, are put on a rigorous basis here. (The
fact proved here that ω has a holomorphic extension to Ω̃ has no analogue in the
setting of [16].)
Proposition 2.1. Let Ω be a strip-like domain, and let ω = ϕ+iψ be a holomorphic
function in Ω such that (2.5) holds.
(i) If ψ satisﬁes (2.2), then ω has a holomorphic extension to Ω̃ which satisﬁes
ω(Z̄) = ω(Z) for all Z ∈ Ω̃.
(ii) If ψ satisﬁes (2.3), then ω has a continuous extension to Ω ∪ S.
(iii) If (2.6) holds and ψ satisﬁes (2.3), then


lim
∇ψ(X, Y ) · t(X0 , Y0 ) = 0
(X,Y )(X0 ,Y0 )

for a.e. (X0 , Y0 ) ∈ S,

(2.9)

where t(X0 , Y0 ) is a unit tangent to S at (X0 , Y0 ).
(iv) If (2.6) holds and ψ satisﬁes (2.3), then ψ satisﬁes (2.4) if and only if


lim
∇ψ(X, Y ) · no (X0 , Y0 ) = h(Y ) for a.e. (X0 , Y0 ) ∈ S,
(X,Y )(X0 ,Y0 )

(2.10)
where no (X0 , Y0 ) is the unit outer normal to Ω at (X0 , Y0 ).
It is necessary for our purposes to strengthen the basic conditions (2.5), (2.6).
The formal deﬁnition of a Bernoulli problem given below involves a holomorphic
function ω = ϕ + iψ in the domain Ω̃ given by (2.8). The conditions (2.11), (2.12)
are motivated by proposition 2.1.
Definition 2.2. A Bernoulli free-boundary problem, or problem (B), is to ﬁnd a
strip-like domain Ω and a function ω = ϕ + iψ in Ω̃, such that
ω is holomorphic in Ω̃ and continuous on its closure,
ω(Z̄) = ω(Z)

for all Z ∈ Ω̃,

ω  ∈ HC1 (Ω̃),
1
 0 in Ω̃ and
∈ HC1 (Ω̃),
ω =
ω
and (2.3), (2.4) hold.

(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
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Remark 2.3. It will be seen in the proof of theorem 3.4 that any solution ω
of (2.11), (2.12) and (2.3) automatically satisﬁes the condition ω  = 0 in Ω̃ required
in (2.14).
3. The main results
3.1. An equivalent problem in a strip
We now introduce a problem in a strip, to which we then prove that problem (B)
is equivalent. Firstly, let us introduce some more notation. For any a, b ∈ R with
a < b, let
Πa,b := {x + iy ∈ C : a < y < b},
and for any c ∈ R, let

Lc := {x + iy ∈ C : y = c}.

Definition 3.1. We say that a function W = U + iV in the strip Π−C,C is a
solution of problem (P) if the following conditions are satisﬁed:
W is holomorphic in Π−C,C and continuous on its closure,

(3.1)

W (z̄) = W (z) for all z ∈ Π−C,C ,
V is bounded in Π−C,C ,
V (t, C) > 0 for all t ∈ R,
the mapping t → W (t, C) is injective and lim U (t, C) = ±∞,

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

t→±∞

W  ∈ HC1 (Π−C,C ),
1
∈ HC1 (Π−C,C ),
W  = 0 in Π−C,C and
W
h(V (t, C))|∇V (t, C)| = 1 for almost every t ∈ R.

(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)

Remark 3.2. The condition (3.5) ensures that the partial derivatives of V have
non-tangential boundary values almost everywhere. The condition (3.7) refers to
these non-tangential boundary values on LC .
Remark 3.3. It will be seen in the proof of theorem 3.4 that any solution W
of (3.1)–(3.4) necessarily satisﬁes the condition W  = 0 in Π−C,C required in (3.6).
The main result on equivalence is the following.
Theorem 3.4. Let (Ω, ω) be a solution of problem (B). Then ω is a conformal
mapping from Ω̃ onto the strip Π−C,C and a homeomorphism from the closure of
Ω̃ onto the closure of Π−C,C , with Ω being mapped onto Π0,C , B being mapped onto
L0 and S being mapped onto LC . Let W be the inverse conformal mapping, from
Π−C,C onto Ω̃. Then W is a solution of problem (P).
Conversely, let W be a solution of problem (P). Let S := {W (t, C) : t ∈ R},
which is a non-self-intersecting curve, and let Ω be the domain whose boundary
consists of the curve S and the real axis B. Then Ω is a strip-like domain. Let
Ω̃ be given by (2.8). Then W is a conformal mapping from Π−C,C onto Ω̃ and a
homeomorphism from the closure of Π−C,C onto the closure of Ω̃, with Π0,C being
mapped onto Ω, L0 being mapped onto B and LC being mapped onto S. Let ω be
the inverse conformal mapping, from Ω̃ onto Π−C,C . Then (Ω, ω) is a solution of
problem (B).
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3.2. Local regularity
The following local regularity result is an analogue of [20, theorems 2.1 and 2.3].
Theorem 3.5. Let h : (0, ∞) → [0, ∞] be a Borel measurable function. Let (c, d) ⊂
(0, ∞) be an interval, and suppose that
n,α
h ∈ Cloc
((c, d))

h = 0

where n ∈ N ∪ {0},

α ∈ (0, 1),

on (c, d).

Let (Ω, ω) be a solution of problem (B). Let Z1 , Z2 ∈ S with Z1 = Z2 be such that
the open arc A of S joining Z1 and Z2 is contained in the strip Πc,d . Then A is a
n+1,α
n+1,α
curve of class Cloc
and ω ∈ Cloc
(Ω ∪ A).
3.3. When the free boundary is a graph
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 3.6. Let d > 0 and h : (0, d] → [0, ∞) be such that
h(d) = 0 and h > 0 on (0, d),
h ∈ C((0, d]) ∩

1,α
((0, d))
Cloc

(3.8 a)

for some α ∈ (0, 1),

h is strictly decreasing and log h is concave on (0, d).

(3.8 b)
(3.8 c)

Let (Ω, ω) be a solution of problem (B). There then exists a parametrization
{(u(t), v(t)) : t ∈ R}
of S, where u, v are locally absolutely continuous and
u (t) > 0

for almost all t ∈ R.

(3.9)

Hence, there exists a continuous function locally of bounded variation η : R → R
such that
S = {(X, η(X)) : X ∈ R}.
4. Proofs
4.1. A preliminary result
The following lemma will be useful for some of the proofs of the preceding results.
The ﬁrst part is well known, while the second part is essentially a local version of
Privalov’s theorem; see [20, lemma 2.2] for the proof of a very similar result.
Lemma 4.1. Let x0 ∈ R and r > 0. For t > 0, let Bt+ (x0 ) := {(x, y) ∈ R2 :
(x − x0 )2 + y 2 < t2 , y > 0}. Let F ∈ HC1 (Br+ (x0 )) be of the form F = U + iV , where
U and V are real valued functions, and, for s ∈ (x0 − r, x0 + r), let
u(s) + iv(s) :=

lim

(U (x, y) + iV (x, y)).

(x,y)(s,0)

(i) If u is continuous on (x0 −r, x0 +r), then U is continuous on Br+ (x0 )∪{(x, 0) :
x ∈ (x0 − r, x0 + r)}.

Bernoulli free-boundary problems
(ii) If u ∈

k,α
Cloc
((−r, r))
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for some k ∈ N ∪ {0} and α ∈ (0, 1), then
k,α
((−r, r))
v ∈ Cloc

and U , V are of class C k,α in the closure of Bt+ (x0 ) for every t ∈ (0, r).
4.2. Proof of proposition 2.1
(i) Since ψ is bounded in Ω, it is immediate from the ﬁrst part of lemma 4.1 that ψ
has a continuous extension to Ω ∪ B. The conclusion now follows from the classical
Schwarz reﬂection principle (see [15, theorem 11.14, p. 237]).
(ii) Let Z1 and Z2 be any two distinct points on S. Then they can be joined by
a rectiﬁable arc contained in Ω. This arc, together with the arc A of S joining Z1
and Z2 , determines a rectiﬁable Jordan curve, which is the boundary of a bounded
subdomain Ξ of Ω. Let γ : D → Ξ be a conformal mapping from D onto Ξ. By
Carathéodory’s theorem (see [13, ch. II, § C, p. 35]), γ is a homeomorphism from the
closure of D onto the closure of Ξ. Let I ⊂ R be an interval such that γ(ΓI ) = A,
where ΓI := {eis : s ∈ I}.
Let F := ω ◦ γ. Then F ∈ HC1 (D). Moreover, F − C is real valued on ΓI , so by
the Schwarz reﬂection principle for HC1 (D) functions (see [13, ch. III, § E, p. 63]),
F has a holomorphic extension across ΓI . In particular F extends continuously to
D ∪ ΓI , and therefore ω has a continuous extension to Ω ∪ A. Since Z1 and Z2 were
arbitrary on S, this proves (ii).
(iii) Suppose now that (2.6) holds. Let Ξ be as in the proof of (ii). Since the
boundary of Ξ is a rectiﬁable Jordan curve, it follows from [11, theorems 3.11
and 3.12, p. 42] that γ  ∈ HC1 (D), the mapping s → γ(eis ) is absolutely continuous
and
d
(4.1)
γ(eis ) = ieis lim γ  (ζ) almost everywhere.
ds
ζeis
Note that the mapping I s → γ(eis ) is an absolutely continuous parametrization
of A and, almost everywhere on I, d(γ(eis ))/ds gives a tangent vector to S.
Since F is holomorphic across ΓI and F − C is real valued on ΓI , it follows that
Im{ieis F  (eis )} = 0

for all s ∈ I.

Since F = ω ◦ γ on D, the above means that
Im{ieis lim (ω  (γ(ζ))γ  (ζ))} = 0
ζeis

almost everywhere on I.

It follows, using (4.1), that



d

is
γ(e ) = 0
Im
lim
ω (X + iY )
ds
X+iY γ(eis )
and therefore

lim
(X,Y )(X0 ,Y0 )


∇ψ(X, Y ) · t(X0 , Y0 ) = 0

Since Z1 and Z2 were arbitrary on S, (2.9) follows.

almost everywhere on I,

for a.e. (X0 , Y0 ) ∈ A.
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(iv) The maximum principle shows that
0<ψ<C

everywhere in Ω.

Since (4.2) holds, it follows that


lim
∇ψ(X, Y ) · n0 (X0 , Y0 )  0
(X,Y )(X0 ,Y0 )

for a.e. (X0 , Y0 ) ∈ S.

(4.2)

(4.3)

The required result easily follows from (2.9) and (4.3).
4.3. Hardy spaces of a strip
We now summarize some facts concerning the Hardy spaces of a strip, a thorough
treatment of which has recently been given in [6]. However, most (though not all)
of the results below follow immediately by means of conformal mapping from the
corresponding results in the unit disc, which are well known.
Let q : R → R be given by q(t) = e−(π/2C)|t| for all t ∈ R. For any p ∈ [1, ∞), let


 ∞
p
p
L (R, q(t) dt) := F : R → C :
|F (t)| q(t) dt < +∞ .
(4.4)
−∞

If F is in the Hardy space hpC (Π−C,C ), where p ∈ [1, ∞], then F has non-tangential
boundary values almost everywhere, which, when p ∈ [1, ∞), satisfy |F (·, ±C)| ∈
Lp (R, q(t) dt). For p ∈ (1, ∞], but not necessarily when p = 1, F can be expressed
as a Poisson integral of its boundary values. Here, for any two functions FC , F−C ∈
L1 (R, q(t) dt), the Poisson integral [22] associated to FC and F−C is given, for all
(x, y) ∈ Π−C,C , by
P[FC , F−C ](x, y) :=

1
4C



∞

cos((π/2C)y)
FC (s) ds
−∞ cosh((π/2C)(x − s)) − sin((π/2C)y)
 ∞
cos((π/2C)y)
1
F−C (s) ds.
+
4C −∞ cosh((π/2C)(x − s)) + sin((π/2C)y)

However, if F ∈ HC1 (Π−C,C ), then, by the F. and M. Riesz theorem [13, ch. 2], F
can be expressed as the Poisson integral of its boundary values.
For any F ∈ L1 (R, q(t) dt), we denote by Pe [F ] and Po [F ] the functions in Π−C,C
given by
(4.5)
Pe [F ] := P[F, F ] and Po [F ] := P[F, −F ].
The next result is slightly more general than needed for our purposes, but we
think it might be of interest in itself. It is an analogue of [11, theorem 3.11, p. 42].
Lemma 4.2. Let the holomorphic function F : Π−C,C → C be such that F  ∈
HC1 (Π−C,C ). Then F is continuous on the closure of Π−C,C , the mappings R t →
F (t ± iC) are locally absolutely continuous, and
d
F  (x + iy)
F (t ± iC) =
lim
dt
(x,y)(t,±C)

for a.e. t ∈ R.
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Proof of lemma 4.2. For any A > 0, let
RA := {(x, y) ∈ Π−C,C : −A < x < A}.
Let γ : D → RA be a conformal mapping. Then γ is a homeomorphism from the
closure of D onto the closure of RA and, since the boundary of RA is a rectiﬁable
Jordan curve, it follows from [11, theorem 3.12, p. 44] that γ  ∈ HC1 (D). Let G :=
1/2
F ◦ γ. Then, since G = F  (γ)γ  , we deduce that G ∈ HC (D). By a classical result
of Hardy and Littlewood (see [11, theorem 5.12, p. 88]), it follows that G ∈ HC1 (D),
and therefore F ∈ HC1 (RA ). Since this is true for all A > 0, it follows that F has
non-tangential boundary values almost everywhere, which we denote F (· ± iC). Let
us also deﬁne
f (t ± iC) :=

lim

F  (x + iy)

(x,y)(t,±C)

for a.e. t ∈ R.

Let us now focus our attention on the behaviour of F near the line LC . It is a
consequence of [6, corollary 2.1] that, for every A > 0,
F  (· + iy) − f (· + iC)

L1 (−A,A)

→0

as y

C.

(4.6)

Let x0 ∈ R be such that there exists limyC F (x0 + iy) =: F (x0 + iC). For every
x ∈ R and y ∈ (0, C),
 x
F (x + iy) − F (x0 + iy) =
F  (s + iy) ds.
(4.7)
x0

We deduce from (4.7), upon passing to the limit as y
C and taking into account
(4.6), that for every x such that there exists limyC F (x + iy) =: F (x + iC), the
following holds:
 x
f (s + iC) ds.
F (x + iC) − F (x0 + iC) =
x0

Hence, R x → F (x + iC) coincides almost everywhere with a locally absolutely
continuous function. By the ﬁrst part of lemma 4.1, F is continuous on Π−C,C ∪ LC .
Hence, the mapping R x → F (x + iC) is locally absolutely continuous with
d
F (t + iC) = f (t + iC) for a.e. t ∈ R.
dt
A similar argument can be used to deal with the behaviour of F near the line
L−C . This completes the proof of lemma 4.2.
4.4. Proof of theorem 3.4
We start by proving the result claimed in remark 2.3. Let ω satisfy (2.11), (2.12)
and (2.3). We ﬁrst prove the existence of a conformal mapping W0 from Π−C,C
onto Ω̃, such that W0 (z̄) = W0 (z) for all z ∈ Π−C,C , and which has an extension
as a homeomorphism from the closure of Π−C,C onto the closure of Ω̃, with L0
being mapped onto B and LC being mapped onto S. Indeed, let β be the conformal
mapping from D onto Π−C,C given by
β(ξ) =

2C
1+ξ
log
π
1−ξ

for all ξ ∈ D.

(4.8)
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Let α be a conformal map from D onto the strip containing Ω̃ which is determined
by the lines Y = −L and Y = L, given by
α(ζ) =

2L
1+ζ
log
π
1−ζ

for all ζ ∈ D.

(4.9)

Let Ξ := α−1 (Ω̃). Then Ξ is a subdomain of D, whose boundary is a Jordan curve
consisting of two arcs which are symmetric about the real axis, contained in D and
joining the points −1 and 1. An immediate application of Carathéodory’s theorem
ensures the existence of a conformal mapping δ from D onto Ξ which has an
extension as a homeomorphism between the closures of these domains, and is such
that δ(±1) = ±1 and δ maps the segment [−1, 1] of the real line onto itself. Deﬁning
W0 := α ◦ δ ◦ β −1 , this mapping W0 has all the required properties. It follows that
ψ ◦ W0 is bounded in Π−C,C and satisﬁes ψ ◦ W0 = C on LC and ψ ◦ W0 = −C
on L−C . It follows from the maximum principle that ψ(W0 (x, y)) = y in Π−C,C ,
and therefore ϕ(W0 (x, y)) = x + c0 in Π−C,C , for some c0 ∈ R. Hence, ω − c0 is
the inverse of W0 , and therefore ω  = 0 in Ω̃. This proves the result claimed in
remark 2.3.
Suppose now that (Ω, ω) is a solution of problem (B). The preceding considerations show that ω is a conformal mapping from Ω̃ onto the strip Π−C,C and a
homeomorphism from the closure of Ω̃ onto the closure of Π−C,C . It is immediate
that the inverse conformal mapping W satisﬁes (3.1)–(3.6). Also, an argument similar to that in [11, § 3.5, p. 43] shows that, for any Borel set A of R, A has measure
zero if and only if W (A) has one-dimensional Hausdorﬀ measure zero on S. Moreover, almost every t0 ∈ R has the following property: a sequence {(xn , yn )}n1 tends
to (t0 , C) non-tangentially within Π0,C if and only if the sequence {W (xn , yn )}n1
tends to W (t0 , C) non-tangentially within Ω. In view of these facts, (3.7) follows
from (2.4). This completes the proof of the fact that W is a solution of problem (P).
We now prove the result claimed in remark 3.3. Let W satisfy (3.1)–(3.4). Let
S := {W (t, C) : t ∈ R}, which by the ﬁrst part of (3.4) is a non-self-intersecting
curve. Let Ω be the domain whose boundary consists of the curve S and the real
axis B, and let Ω̃ be given by (2.8). The ﬁrst part of (3.3) ensures, by means of the
M. Riesz theorem, that U can be recovered as the Poisson integral of its boundary
values in the strip Π−C,C . We deduce from this that
lim U (x, y) = ±∞ uniformly in y ∈ [−C, C].

x→±∞

(4.10)

Consider again the mappings β and α given by (4.8) and (4.9). Let σ := α−1 ◦W ◦β.
Then σ is holomorphic in D, and the continuity of W in the closure of Π−C,C
and its behaviour expressed by (4.10) ensure that σ has a continuous extension
to the closure of D. Moreover, (3.4), (3.2) and (3.3) show that σ is injective on
the boundary of D. It follows from the classical Darboux–Picard theorem (see [7,
corollary 9.16, p. 310]) that σ is a conformal bijection from D onto Ξ, where
Ξ := α−1 (Ω̃), a subdomain of D whose boundary is a Jordan curve consisting
of two arcs which are symmetric about the real axis, contained in D and joining
the points −1 and 1. It now follows that W is a conformal mapping from Π−C,C
onto Ω̃, and therefore W  = 0 on Π−C,C , as required.
Suppose now that W is a solution of problem (P). It follows from (3.5) upon
invoking lemma 4.2 that the mapping R t → W (t, C) is locally absolutely contin-
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uous, and hence S is a locally rectiﬁable curve. Therefore, Ω is a strip-like domain.
We have already seen that W is a conformal mapping from Π−C,C onto Ω̃ and a
homeomorphism from the closure of Π−C,C onto the closure of Ω̃. It is immediate
that, if ω is the inverse conformal mapping, then (2.11)–(2.14) and (2.3) hold. The
same argument used at the end of the ﬁrst part of the proof shows that (2.4) follows from (3.7). This completes the proof of the fact that (Ω, ω) is a solution of
problem (B).
4.5. Sketch of the proof of theorem 3.5
The proof is based on arguments which are very similar to some used in [20].
Because of theorem 3.4, one can concentrate on proving the regularity of the corresponding solution of problem (P).
We start by deriving some further properties of solutions W of problem (P). Since
W  = 0 in Π−C,C and is real valued on the real axis, one can write
log W  = log |W  | + iΘ,

(4.11)

where Θ is a harmonic function in Π−C,C , with Θ(x, 0) = 0 for all x ∈ R. Then
∂U
= |W  | cos Θ,
∂x

∂V
= |W  | sin Θ.
∂x

(4.12)

Since W  ∈ HC1 (Π−C,C ) and 1/W  ∈ HC1 (Π−C,C ), it follows that
log |W  | ∈ hpC (Π−C,C )

for all p ∈ (1, ∞)

and hence, by the M. Riesz theorem, Θ ∈ hpC (Π−C,C ) for all p ∈ (1, ∞). Let
θ : R → R be given, for almost every t ∈ R, by
θ(t) :=

lim

Θ(x, y).

(4.13)

(x,y)(t,C)

Let us also deﬁne, for all t ∈ R,
w(t) = u(t) + iv(t) := U (t, C) + iV (t, C).

(4.14)

Since W  ∈ HC1 (Π−C,C ), it follows from lemma 4.2 that w is locally absolutely
continuous. Moreover, taking into account (4.12), we deduce that
u = |w | cos θ

and v  = |w | sin θ

almost everywhere.

(4.15)

In particular, θ gives the angle between the tangent to the free boundary and the
horizontal. The condition (3.7) means that
|w |h(v) = 1

almost everywhere.

(4.16)

It follows from (4.15) and (4.16) that
u =

cos θ
h(v)

and v  =

sin θ
h(v)

almost everywhere.

(4.17)

Suppose now that (Ω, ω) is a solution of problem (B) as in theorem 3.5, and
let W be the corresponding solution of problem (P). Let t1 , t2 ∈ R be such that
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ω(Zj ) = tj + iC for j = 1, 2. It follows that v(t) ∈ (c, d) for all t ∈ (t1 , t2 ). As
in [20, proofs of theorems 2.1 and 2.3], a simple bootstrap argument based on the
second part of lemma 4.1 and making use of (4.11), (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) and (4.17)
n+1,α
yields that W ∈ Cloc
(Π0,C ∪ {(t, C) : t ∈ (t1 , t2 )}). The required result is now
immediate.
4.6. Proof of theorem 3.6
We make use of the notation and results in the proof of theorem 3.5 concerning the
corresponding solution W of problem (P). In particular, let u, v be given by (4.14).
Then clearly S = {(u(t), v(t)) : t ∈ R}. Moreover, as we have seen, u and v are
locally absolutely continuous. It remains to prove that (3.9) holds.
Let N ⊂ R be given by
N := {t ∈ R : h(v(t)) = 0} = {t ∈ R : v(t) = d}.
In the terminology of [16, 20], N is the set of stagnation points. Obviously, N is a
closed set and, in view of (4.16), has measure zero. By the proof of theorem 3.5,
W ∈ C 2,α
loc (Π0,C ∪ {(t, C) : t ∈ R \ N }).
Note now that (4.16) can be rewritten as
− log |w | = log h(v)

almost everywhere.

(4.18)

Let Q : Π0,C → R be given by
Q(x, y) = − log |W  (x + iy)| − log h(V (x, y))

for all (x, y) ∈ Π0,C .

(4.19)

The concavity of log h ensures that Q is a subharmonic function in Π0,C . Also, it
follows from (3.2) and (4.18) that, in the notation of (4.5),
Q = Pe [− log |w |] − log h(Po [v])
= Pe [log h(v)] − log h(Po [v]).

(4.20)

But, since v > 0, it follows that
Pe [v] > Po [v] > 0.
We deduce from this and (3.8 c) by an obvious application of Jensen’s inequality [15,
theorem 3.3, p. 62] that
− log h(Po [v]) < − log h(Pe [v])  Pe [− log h(v)].
Now (4.20) shows that Q < 0 in Π0,C . Since Q is subharmonic in Π0,C , Q ∈
C 1 (Π0,C ∪ {(x, C) : x ∈ R \ N }) and Q = 0 in {(x, C) : x ∈ R \ N }, it follows from
the Hopf boundary-point lemma that
∂Q
(x, C) > 0
∂y

for all x ∈ R \ N .

This means, upon using (4.19) and the Cauchy–Riemann equations, that, for all
t ∈ R \ N,
h (v(t))
cos θ(t) > 0.
(4.21)
θ (t) − 2
h (v(t))
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We aim to prove that
cos θ(t) > 0

for all t ∈ R \ N ,

(4.22)

as this would yield (3.9).
We argue by contradiction and assume that there exists f ∈ R \ N such that
cos θ(f )  0. We distinguish the following four cases:
(i) N = ∅;
(ii) N = ∅ and f ∈ (a, b) ⊂ R \ N , where a, b ∈ N ;
(iii) N = ∅ and f ∈ (a, ∞) ⊂ R \ N , where a ∈ N ;
(iv) N = ∅ and f ∈ (−∞, b) ⊂ R \ N , where b ∈ N .
We aim to show that a contradiction is reached in each of these cases. We give
a full treatment only of case (i), and point out the necessary modiﬁcations of the
argument to deal with the remaining cases.
As in [21], the proof in all four cases here ultimately rests on an application of
the following classical theorem in the global diﬀerential geometry of plane curves
(see, for example, [2, theorem 24.15, p. 340] and the references therein) to a suitably
devised Jordan curve.
Theorem 4.3. Let σ : [a, b] → C be a parametrization of a Jordan curve, where σ
is a function of class C 1 , with σ  (a) = σ  (b) and |σ  | > 0 on [a, b]. Let φ : [a, b] → R
be a continuous function such that
σ  (t) = |σ  (t)| exp{iφ(t)}

for all t ∈ [a, b].

Then φ(b) − φ(a) equals either 2π or −2π.
We also use the following lemmas [16, proofs of lemmas 4.16 and 4.17].
Lemma 4.4. Let (a, b) ⊂ R\N and suppose that (4.21) holds on (a, b). Let e ∈ (a, b).
If 1 , 2 ∈ Z are such that 1 π + 12 π  θ(e)  2 π + 12 π, then
θ(t) > 1 π + 12 π

for all t ∈ (e, b),

1
2π

for all t ∈ (a, e).

θ(t) < 2 π +

Lemma 4.5. Let (a, b) ⊂ R \ N , where a ∈ N ∪ {−∞} and b ∈ N ∪ {+∞}, and
suppose that (4.21) holds on (a, b). Let f ∈ (a, b) be such that cos θ(f )  0. If m ∈ Z
is such that
2mπ + 12 π  θ(f )  2mπ + 32 π,
then there exists g1 , g2 ∈ (a, b) with g1  f  g2 such that θ is strictly increasing
on [g1 , g2 ] and
θ(g1 ) = 2mπ + 12 π

and

θ(g2 ) = 2mπ + 32 π.
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Proof of lemma 4.5. We prove only the existence of g2 with the required properties,
since the proof for g1 is entirely similar.
When b ∈ N , the existence of g2 follows by the argument in [16, proof of
lemma 4.17].
Suppose now that b = +∞. Note from (4.21) that θ is strictly increasing on any
interval on which cos θ  0. If such g2 does not exist, then obviously cos θ < 0
on (f, ∞), and this implies that u < 0 on (f, ∞), which contradicts the fact that
limt→∞ u(t) = +∞. This proves the existence of g2 .
In what follows we deal with case (i), thus assuming that N = ∅ and that there
exists f ∈ R such that cos θ(f )  0. It follows that
θ(f ) ∈ [2mπ + 12 π, 2mπ + 32 π]

for some m ∈ Z.

(4.23)

Let g1 , g2 be given by lemma 4.5, so that
θ(g1 ) = 2mπ + 12 π,

θ(g2 ) = 2mπ + 32 π.

(4.24)

Let M1 , M2 ∈ R be such that
M1 < min{u(s) : s ∈ [g1 , g2 ]},

M2 > max{u(s) : s ∈ [g1 , g2 ]}.

Let p1 , p2 be such that p1 < g1 , p2 > g2 and
u(p1 ) = M1 ,

u(p2 ) = M2 ,

Then

M1 < u(s) < M2

u (p1 )  0,

for all s ∈ (p1 , p2 ).

u (p2 )  0,

so there exist m1 , m2 ∈ Z such that
θ(p1 ) ∈ [2m1 π − 12 π, 2m1 π + 12 π],

θ(p2 ) ∈ [2m2 π − 12 π, 2m2 π + 12 π].

(4.25)

It follows from (4.24), (4.25) and lemma 4.4 that
m1  m,

m2  m + 1.

(4.26)

Let w̃ : [p1 , p2 ] → C be the restriction of w to [p1 , p2 ]. It is obvious that, for some
q1 , q2 ∈ R with q1 < p1 , p2 < q2 , one can construct a function ŵ : [q1 , q2 ] → C,
where
ŵ(q) := û(q) + iv̂(q) for all q ∈ [q1 , q2 ],
such that ŵ is an extension of w̃, and it has the following additional properties:
û, v̂ : [q1 , q2 ] → R




2

2

û (q) + v̂ (q) > 0


û  0


are of class C 1 ;

(4.27 a)

for all q ∈ [q1 , q2 ];

(4.27 b)

on [q1 , p1 ] ∪ [p2 , q2 ];


(4.27 c)

û (q1 ) = û (q2 ) = 1;

(4.27 d)

v̂  (q1 ) = v̂  (q2 ) = 0.

(4.27 e)

Let E be such that
E > max{v̂(q) : q ∈ [q1 , q2 ]}.
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Let A1 be the semicircle having as a diameter the segment joining the points
(û(q1 ), E) and (û(q1 ), v̂(q1 )), and situated to the left of this segment. Let A2 be the
semicircle having as a diameter the segment joining the points (û(q2 ), v̂(q2 )) and
(û(q2 ), E), and situated to the right of this segment. Let us choose some r1 , r2 ∈ R
with r1 < q1 , r2 > q2 and let us consider a C 1 function w∗ : [r1 , r2 ] → C which is
an extension of ŵ, such that
w∗ (r1 )

=

w∗ (r1 ) = û(q1 ) + iE,

w∗ (r2 ) = û(q2 ) + iE,

w∗ (r2 )

>0

= −1,

|w∗ (r)|

for all r ∈ [r1 , r2 ],

(4.28 a)
(4.28 b)

w∗ |[r1 ,q1 ]

is an injective parametrization of A1 ,

(4.28 c)

w∗ |[q2 ,r2 ]

is an injective parametrization of A2 .

(4.28 d)

Let us deﬁne r̃2 := r2 and let us choose r̃1 with r̃1 < r1 so that w∗ has an extension
to [r̃1 , r̃2 ] as a C 1 function such that
w∗ (r̃1 ) = û(q2 ) + iE,
w∗ (r) = −1

for all r ∈ [r̃1 , r1 ].

It is very easy to prove that w∗ : [r̃1 , r̃2 ] → C, constructed above, provides a
parametrization of a Jordan curve with a continuously varying tangent. Let us
write
w∗ (r) = |w∗ (r)| exp{iθ∗ (r)} for all r ∈ [r̃1 , r̃2 ],
where θ∗ : [r̃1 , r̃2 ] → R is a continuous function which extends θ : [p1 , p2 ] → R. It
follows from (4.25) and (4.27) that
θ∗ (q1 ) = 2m1 π,

θ∗ (q2 ) = 2m2 π.

Using (4.28) we deduce that
θ∗ (r̃1 ) = 2m1 π − π,

θ∗ (r̃2 ) = 2m2 π + π.

Therefore,
θ∗ (r̃2 ) − θ∗ (r̃1 ) = 2(m2 − m1 )π + 2π,

(4.29)

m2 − m1  1.

(4.30)

where, by (4.26),
But the validity of (4.29) with (4.30) contradicts theorem 4.3. This proves the
required result (4.22) in case (i).
Case (ii) can be dealt with by an argument which is entirely similar to that
in [21, proof of theorem 3.3]. Cases (iii) and (iv) can be treated using a geometric
construction which combines elements of those used for cases (i) and (ii). This
completes the proof of theorem 3.6.
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